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The General h.fanagcr and Division Directors reported on current de-

velopments at field installations and on the progress of matters under study
by the staff, Questions by the Commissioners were discussed.

2. Development of Plutonium-power Breeder

Mr. Hafstad reported on current dcvclopmcnts in the reactor field,

includin~ a Brookhavcn proposal to construct a liquid-fuel reactor, the in-

terest of the Monsnnto Company in assisting ORNL in the development of
the homogeneous reactor, and the KAPL propcsal for construction of a



.,

fast plutonium-power breeder. There was discussion of the need for

further information regarding the most promising line of development
of a plutonium-power breeder.
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After further discussion, the Commission:

REQUESTED that there be prepared a paper regarding current
interest in and possible lines of development of a plutonium-power
breeder and commenting on the impact a maximum effort to develop
such a breeder might have on other reactor projects.

At this point Messrs. Wailer, Mullenbach, Hafstad, Noble, and Cook

left the meeting and lMcssrs. Claus, Miller, and Sturges entered.

3. AEC 43/393-Technical Cooperation-Proposed Visit by Dr. W. F. Grove
and Dr. J. R. Catch (U. K.) to Several U.S. AEC Installations

Under consideration was a report on the above subject by the Com-

mission Member of the CFC Subgroup of Scientific Advisers.

After discussion, the Commission:

APPROVED the recommendation of AEC 43/393.
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4, AEC 334/7-Draft Reply to the MLC Regarding Organization for ~Ailit?iry

1- anticipation in I?uturc Tests

Under consideration was a draft letter (AEC 334/7) replying to MLLC
proposals (AEC 334/6) regarding organization for military participation in
future tests, After discussion of the rcspcctivc responsibilities of the AEC

and the DCD in the conduct of atomic tests, t.hc Commission:

iSPi” ROVED for dispatch the letter to the Chairman of the MLC

(334/7).

At this point Messrs. Johnson, ~aulkner, Wells, Hall, and Pitzer
.,.

entered the meeting.
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5. AEC 432/1 -J?edcral Civil Defense Administration Participation in Test
Activities

Under consideration was a draft letter (AEC 432/1) to the Administrator,

FCDA, replying to his letter on the above subject (AEC 432).

Nir. Smyth said he was concerned whether the objectives of the proposed

test justified the expenditure of fissionable material that would be involved.
Certainly information on the blast effects on structures adequate to the FCDA’s
general purposes in the matter could bc secured by extrapolation of data from

past tests - especially of those from Oper?.tion GREENHOUSE which included

structures tests - or even of data from tests using convcntion:il explosives.

Moreover, it might bc possible to accommodate at a future AIZC test the
large number of observers the FCDA felt should participate in such an under-

taking.

There was extensive discussion of the purpose of the proposed test

which M.r. Smyth said he felt was primarily a demonstration designed to
stimulate interest in civil defense activities; of security problems which the

presence of large numbers of persons at other than a civil defense test would

crcatc; and of the need to discourage a continuing expenditure of fissionable

material for tests of this type. After further discussion, tic Commission:

REQUESTED that the letter to the Administer.tor, J?CDA,
(A~C 432/1) be rcvi.sed to advise of the Commissio~~’s views as to

the cxhibitory nature of the proposed ntomic test for civil defense
purposes and of the Commission’s concern that further such tests

involving the expenditure of additional fissionable material might be
proposed in the future; and

b. AFFRGV12D for dispatch, subject to revision in accordance
with a above, the letter to the Administrator, l?CDA (A12C 432/1).

f’.t this point IUessrs. Claus, Mill~r) and Stur~cs left the meeting.
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6. AEC 254/7 - Proposed Extension of Loan of 9,000 Pounds of HcavY

Water Currently on Short-term Loan to Canadain Atomic Energy Project

Under consideration was a report on the above subject. After

discussion, the Commission:

APFROVED the recommendation of AEC 254/7.

At this point Messrs. Coiner, F’itzer, and Salisbury left the meeting.

7. Oral Report on South African Visit

lMr, Wells referred to the draft loan instrument which had been pre-

pared by the Export-Import Bank prior to the recent visit to South Africa of
representatives of the AEC and the Export-Import Bank as a basis for
discussion with South African mining company representatives.

The mining firms, in consultation with South African government
officials, had proposed a revised loan instrument. The revised instrument,
which the staff of the AEC and the Export-Import Banlc deem acceptable,
differed from the initial U.S. draft chiefly in two ways. First, it eliminated
the revolving fund plan idea and substituted for it an understanding that the

mining companies could request funds within established limits as they desire,
it being understood that the companies would provide the Export-Import Bank

with quarterly disbursement statements; and second, in lieu of a negotiable

promissory note to be held by the Export-Import Bank, which the South
~’~fricans felt”wds ‘unclcsirable, the revised document was written to include .a

clear promise to repay as an evidence of indebtedness.

IUr, Faulkner advised that the initial cstimatecl cost of the four mines
originally included under the Heads of Agreement had risen, as had been
expected, some 40~0 t-o approximately $28 million and the six-plant estimate

to about $39 million, leaving a final loan figure of approximately $47 million,
which included a 29 ?O allowance for contingency purposes. On this basis, the
total U.S. commitment would be approximately $31 million or two-thirds of
the total loan to the South J.fricans, the remainder of which would be put up
by the United Kingdom.
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Signing of the agreement by the South African firms was expected in

about two months after consultation with their stockholders, during which time

the Export-Import Bank would prepare a resolution for action by its officers
proposing approval of the loan.

Mr. Johnson said that the estimated cost of the calcining plant proposed

subsequent to the signing of the Heads of Agreement was in the neighborhood of

$1 million, the financing of which would be handled separately from that of
other uranium recovery facilities, probably by direct investment by the CDiL,
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After further discussion of the estimated cost of uranium production
facilities, of the draft loan instrument, and of prospects for additional
facilities in South Africa, which Mr. Johnson pointed out IWr. Frank McQuiston
was now enroutc to South ~’~frica to discuss, the Commission:

a, NOTED WITH l@ FROVAL the general terms of the draft loan
instrument for the financing of South African uranium production plants
and related facilities covered by the contract between the CDA and the
J’.tolnic F,ncrgy Board of South Africa; and

b. NOTED that final action by the Commission to ~uarantee loans

by the Kxport-Import Bank to

companies would be sought in

the individual South
about two months.

Roy B. Snapp
Secretary

African mining
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Approved by the Commission: June 13, 1951
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